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Investment Summary 
In 2018H1, Dongfeng reported a basically unchanged revenue, with better-than-expected 
EPS of RMB0.9364, representing a yoy increase of 14.9%. Sales expenses and financial costs 
decreased due to the lower advertising fee and exchange profit respectively. We expect 
Dongfeng Honda is recovering gradually in H2 and DFNissan`s capacity expansion planning is 
also about to be put on the agenda. Overall, we expect the Company`s result will maintain 
steady. In accordance with the latest data, we adjust the company`s EPS forecast, and target 
price to HK$10.6. The "Buy" rating is given. (Closing price as at 19 Sep 2018) 
 
 
Interim result rose by 15% 
In 2018H1, Dongfeng reported a basically unchanged revenue, reaching around RMB57,922 
million with a slight increase of 0.3% over the previous year. The profit attributable to 
shareholders recorded approximately RMB8,068 million, up about 14.9% yoy; EPS was 
RMB0.9364, representing a yoy increase of 14.9%. The integrated gross margin was about 
13.9%, a slight increase of 0.3 ppts from about 13.6% in 2017H1.  With better-than-expected 
results, the Company continued to distribute a steady interim dividend: 10 cents per share. 
 
Sedan stopped declining, and SUV/Truck witnessed narrowing growth 
In 2018H1, the Company accumulated the vehicle sales of about 1,510,100 units, up about 
2.6% yoy, and its market share was about 10.7%, down 0.3 ppts yoy. Among them, 
1,278,700 passenger vehicles were sold, up 2.3% yoy; the yoy growth rate of sedan stopped 
decline and turned positive for the previous 3 years; MPV ended the decline for 4 years and 
was basically flat yoy; growth rate of the SUV continued to narrow to 1.3%. The sales volume 
of commercial vehicles was about 231,400 units, up 4.5% yoy, mainly dragged down by a 
sharp tumble in the sales volume of passenger vehicles; growth of sales of truck shrank to 
7% from 31% in the same period last year. 
 
Many factors drove better-than-expected results 
Dominant factors that led to the better-than-expected result included: 
1) Sales expenses decreased by 22.6% or RMB830 million yoy, largely due to a decline in the 
advertising expenses of the brand of DPCA in H1; 2) financial costs dropped by RMB466 
million to just RMB1 million yoy due to exchange gains; 3) the profit share from associated 
enterprises gained RMB530 million or 43.6% yoy; 4) the rise in interest income led to an 
increase of RMB210 million or 20% in other operating income. 
These positive effects were offset partly by the following factors: 
1) Other expenses increased by 544 million of more R&D expenditures and 100 million of 
assets impairment; 2) tax revenue expenditure climbed by RMB420 million resulting from a 
rise of 3.5 ppts in effective tax rate. 
 
Commercial vehicles suffered from significant impairment, and passenger vehicles 
performed brilliantly 
By segment, the slight rise (+4.9%) in revenue of the commercial vehicle segment and the 
rapid growth (+29%) of auto finance segment made up for the decline (-6.4%) in the revenue 
of passenger segment. From the perspective of segments` profit contribution, the 
commercial vehicle business dragged down its contributive profit due to joint ventures` 
provision for impairment of RMB1 billion; the contributive profit of passenger vehicle 
jumped by 28%, accounting for nearly 90% of the profit before tax. 

Buy (upgrade) 
CMP HKD 7.89 
(Closing price as at 19 Sep 2018) 
TARGET HKD 10.6 (+34%) 
 
COMPANY DATA 
O/S SHARES (MN) : 8616 
MARKET CAP (HKD MN) : 22532 
52 - WK HI/LO (HKD): 11.46 / 7.3 
  
  
  
 
SHARE HOLDING PATTERN, % 
Dongfeng Motor Corporation 66.86 
  
  
 
 
PRICE VS. HSI 

 
Source: Phillip Securities (HK) Research 
 
KEY FINANCIALS 
CNY mn FY16 FY17 FY18E FY19E 
Net Sales 122422 125016 125793 128018 
Net Profit 13355 14063 15376 15063 
EPS, CNY 1.55 1.63 1.78 1.75 
P/E, x 4.5 4.0 3.8 3.9 
BVPS, CNY 11.22 12.56 14.03 15.33 
P/BV, x 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 
DPS (CNY) 0.23 0.35 0.37 0.37 
Div. Yield (%) 3.3% 5.3% 5.4% 5.4% 
Source: Company reports, Phillip Securities Est. 
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The joint ventures were mixed up, basically staying flat overall 
As a result of mixed performance of joint-venture brands, the profit share from joint 
ventures basically stayed flat overall, reaching about RMB6,088 million, decreasing by 
about RMB13 million from around RMB6,101 million in the same period last year. It 
was primarily due to the facts that: 
1) The sales volume of Dongfeng Motor Corporation increased by 13.5% yoy, the 
competitiveness of X-TRAIL, TEANA and QASHQAI of high-end models improved with 
selling price remaining steady, and the new model business policy contracted 
appropriately, resulting in a yoy rise in investment income; 
2) The sales volume of Dongfeng Renault basically remained unchanged compared 
with the same period; 
3) The investment income from DFPSA upped by about RMB185 million yoy, largely 
owing to the growth of new models C5 AIRCROSS and Peugeot 5008 compared with 
the corresponding period; 
4) Affected by the recall issues, the sales volume of Dongfeng Honda dropped by 
4.1% yoy, and the profit also decreased yoy. 
5) Dongfeng Special Vehicle Co., Ltd. drew about RMB1 billion assets impairment for 
the new energy vehicle business. 
 
Investment Thesis 
The Company`s self-owned brands will launch two/three new models in this H2/2019, 
respectively. The EV version of DFNissan Sylphy and the upgrading of TEANA will be 
launched in October and December, respectively, and at least two new models will be 
launched in 2019. In addition, DFNissan`s capacity expansion planning is also about to 
be put on the agenda. The sales volume of Dongfeng Honda is recovering gradually, 
and the sales volume of CRV returned to 10,000 units in July and reached 12,000 
units in August; C4 AIRCROSS of DFPSA will be launched in September, and the brand-
new 408 and EH55 will be launched as well. Overall, we expect the Company`s result 
will maintain steady. 
In accordance with the latest data, we adjust the company`s EPS forecast, and target 
price to HK$10.6, equivalent to 5.2/5.3x P/E ratio in 2018/2019. The "Buy" rating is 
given.  
 
Dongfeng`s BEst P/E & P/B trend 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Phillip Securities Hong Kong Research 
 
Peer Comparison 
Ticker Name P/E－2018E P/B ROE 
600104 CH SAIC 8.63 1.49 16.49% 
000625 SZ Changan 8.58 0.7 15.66% 
489 HK Dongfeng 4.07 0.52 13.73% 
2238 HK GAC 5.32 0.91 19.43% 
Source: Wind, Phillip Securities Hong Kong Research 
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Financials 
FYE DEC FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18F FY19F
Valuation Ratios
P/E (X), adj. 4.2 4.9 4.5 4.0 3.8 3.9
P/B (X) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4
Dividend payout Yield (%) 13.4% 14.9% 14.8% 21.4% 20.7% 21.2%
Dividend Yield (%) 3.2% 3.0% 3.3% 5.3% 5.4% 5.4%

Per share data (RMB)
EPS, reported 1.49 1.34 1.55 1.63 1.78 1.75
EPS, adj. 1.49 1.34 1.55 1.63 1.78 1.75
DPS 0.20 0.2 0.23 0.35 0.37 0.37
BVPS 8.2 9.8 11.2 12.6 14.0 15.3

Growth & Margins (%)
Growth
Revenue 117.3% 56.3% -3.3% 2.1% 0.6% 1.8%
EBIT 30.3% -2.1% 16.6% 1.1% 8.9% -4.1%
Net Income, adj. 22.0% -10.1% 15.6% 5.3% 9.3% -2.0%
Margins
EBIT margin 17.5% 11.0% 13.2% 13.1% 14.2% 13.4%
Net Profit Margin 15.9% 9.1% 10.9% 11.2% 12.2% 11.8%

Key Ratios
ROE (%) 18.76% 14.58% 14.73% 13.72% 13.42% 11.91%

Income Statement (RMB mn)
Revenue 80954 126566 122422 125016 125793 128018
Gross profit 10710 16929 17517 16112 16366 16604
EBIT 14179 13876 16184 16367 17826 17098
Profit before tax 14683 14065 15739 15775 17810 16998
Tax (1365) (1353) (1274) (1141) (1870) (1360)
Profit for the period 13318 12712 14465 14634 15940 15638
Minority interests 473 1162 1110 571 564 575
Total capital share 8616 8616 8616 8616 8616 8616
Net profit 12845 11550 13355 14063 15376 15063
Source: PSR  
(Financial figures as at 19 September 2018) 
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PHILLIP RESEARCH STOCK SELECTION SYSTEMS 

 
We do not base our recommendations entirely on the above quantitative return bands.  We consider qualitative factors like (but not limited 
to) a stock`s risk reward profile, market sentiment, recent rate of share price appreciation, presence or absence of stock price catalysts, 
and speculative undertones surrounding the stock, before making our final recommendation 
 
GENERAL DISCLAIMER 
This publication is prepared by Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Ltd (“Phillip Securities”). By receiving or reading this publication, you agree to be bound by the 
terms and limitations set out below.  
 
This publication shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, distributed or published by you for any purpose. Phillip Securities shall not be liable for any direct 
or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this publication.  
 
The information contained in this publication has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Securities has no reason to believe are unreliable and any 
analysis, forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively the “Research”) contained in this publication are based on such information and are 
expressions of belief only. Phillip Securities has not verified this information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such 
information or Research is accurate, complete or verified or should be relied upon as such. Any such information or Research contained in this publication is 
subject to change, and Phillip Securities shall not have any responsibility to maintain the information or Research made available or to supply any 
corrections, updates or releases in connection therewith. In no event will Phillip Securities be liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential 
damages which may be incurred from the use of the information or Research made available, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages.  
 
Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at 
any time without prior notice.  
 
This material is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs 
of any particular person. The products mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors and a person receiving or reading this material should 
seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of such products, taking into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs of that person, before making a commitment to invest in any of such products. 
This publication should not be relied upon as authoritative without further being subject to the recipient`s own independent verification and exercise of 
judgment. The fact that this publication has been made available constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a 
representation that any product described in this material is suitable or appropriate for the recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products 
which may be described in this publication involve significant risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions 
involving such products should not be made unless all such risks are understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions 
would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a 
complete discussion of such risks.  
 
Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in 
this research should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such security. 
 
Disclosure of Interest 
Analyst Disclosure: Neither the analyst(s) preparing this report nor his associate has any financial interest in or serves as an officer of the listed corporation 
covered in this report. 
Firm`s Disclosure: Phillip Securities does not have any investment banking relationship with the listed corporation covered in this report nor any financial 
interest of 1% or more of the market capitalization in the listed corporation. In addition, no executive staff of Phillip Securities serves as an officer of the listed 
corporation. 
 
Availability 
The information, tools and material presented herein are not directed, intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Phillip Securities to any 
registration or licensing or other requirement, or penalty for contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction. 
 
Information contained herein is based on sources that Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited (“PSHK”) believed to be accurate. PSHK does not bear 
responsibility for any loss occasioned by reliance placed upon the contents hereof.  PSHK (or its affiliates or employees) may have positions in relevant 
investment products. For details of different product`s risks, please visit the Risk Disclosures Statement on http://www.phillip.com.hk.   

© 2018 Phillip Securities (Hong Kong) Limited 

Total Return Recommendation Rating Remarks 
>+20% Buy 1 >20% upside from the current price 

+5% to +20% Accumulate 2 +5% to +20%upside from the current price 
-5% to +5% Neutral 3 Trade within  ± 5% from the current price 
-5% to -20% Reduce 4 -5% to -20% downside from the current price 

<-20% Sell 5 >20%downside from the current price 
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